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Who I am – a practicing attorney for almost 40 years.
I represent communities and their members.

I am also a Florida Supreme Court certified Circuit Court civil Mediator.
In that capacity I try to settle disputes
between other communities
and their members.

I am also a co-founder of Pawsitive Shelter Photography, Inc. (“PSP”),
a volunteer partner with OCAS.
Over the past six years
my wife Joan and I,
and our partners and
many, many other
dedicated volunteers,
have come together to
photograph over 17,000
dogs, cats and other
animals in Orange and
Osceola Counties.

We do this to present the homeless
animals in the shelters in the best
light possible – to make it easy to
visualize them as your pet.
Our goal is to maximize adoptions
and minimize euthanasia.

I am showing you photos of
some of the 2000+ dogs and
cats I have photographed.

The year we started . . .
in 2011 over 11,000 animals were euthanized at Orange County Animal Services.
The good folks there made us a promise – that all animals we photographed would
have at least seven days to have their photos shown to the public before they would
face possible euthanasia due to space needs.

Some wonderful, beautiful dogs such as this one did not make it.
Week after week, it broke my heart.
To this day, I do know how the staff endures.

But then sometimes lightening strikes.
This photo got me in trouble for use of
an under-aged model, but it attracted
adopters from the Tampa area …

…and this dog found
a home in Vero Beach
after appearing on the
NBCNews.com
homepage.

Now fast forward to the last
year for which we have
complete numbers – 2016.
Here is the Comparison >>>>>
Euthanasia – all animals
2011 =
2016=
11,000+
4,901

Dogs euthanized in 2016 = 692
The reason – medical or behavior –
NOT for time or space reasons !!

There is still a lot of work to do…
This means that there were well over 4000 cats and other
There
is still
a lot
of work
to do…
domestic animals euthanized
last year.
Most
were
feral cats.

OCAS works with other
dedicated volunteer groups and
individuals to run trap, neuter
and release (T-N-R) programs,
which are generally
recognized as the most
humane way of dealing with
the feral cat issue - short of
responsible cat ownership,
of course.

The five reasons I see for this major turn around in the success of OCAS are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Expanded hours of operation – opening on Sundays means more foot traffic and more
opportunities to adopt when people have free time.
Savvy use of social media by the Communications Team headed by Diane Summers.
Getting rid of breed designations and the need for approval by LLs and HOAs.
Hard work by PSP and other floor volunteers and over 100 rescue partners.
Community education, outreach and community participation.

Pawsitive Shelter Photography Photo “After” >>>>>

<<<<< OCAS Shelter Intake Photo “Before”

Five problems preventing OCAS from doing better:

Problem #1 -Backyard breeders.
They create this …

…and this. These are just two samples of the
hundreds of lactating females that arrive during
the breeding season. They are surrendered or
found wandering. They are the stock and trade
of the backyard breeders that proliferate
throughout the County.

The breeders treat these
animals poorly, like
commodities. The dogs
invariably arrive in poor
condition, having given
birth and then being
discarded. The males are
also intact, all wearing
the same cheap canvas
collars, tightly notched.

The offspring arrive starting in May or
June and our workload skyrockets each
year because of these breeders. While
our normal photo load might be 15 – 20
dogs per session, it can jump to as many
as 60 per session in the space of a week.

Help these animals find
a home – Don’t breed
and don’t buy from
breeders,
especially backyard,
so-called hobby breeders.
They don’t properly care
for their animals’ health
and they dump their
breeding stock when they
are through with them,
passing the burden onto
the rest of us to care for
these dogs.

Problem #2 – Don’t
abandon older dogs.
We are amazed how often we see
these senior citizens dropped at
public shelters – their only issue
being their geriatric state,
but otherwise with no immediate
health issues.
While this raises the more general
issue of responsible pet ownership,
there is no reason why older dogs
can’t and don’t make great pets.
And are they ever grateful.
So if you are at a shelter or rescue,
please consider an older pet.
And if you have an older pet, keep it,
as it is a sentient being with feelings
and emotions. Don’t abandon it and
it won’t abandon you.

Problem #3 – Cats are indoor pets
You do not do your cat a favor by letting it outside alone.
It is likely to be taken by a larger
predator.
area,
Problem
#3In– this
Cats
are indoor pets
coyotes, eagles, owls, bobcats, raccoons, alligators and bears
are all common predators that feed on cats.
If they survive those threats, there are many diseases that
cats may contract from rodents and insects in our areas.
The bottom line is that the average life span of an
indoor/outdoor cat is less than three years, while an indoor
cat can live to almost twenty years. In addition, a
de-clawed cat has even less
protection and should
never be permitted outdoors.

Bottom line – if you love your cat,
be the human in the relationship
– the one with the brains.
Say no to going outdoors.

Problem #4 – Take your pet
with you when you move.
The number of pets surrendered to
OCAS when people move is amazing.
Given the number of housing opportunities
available, one has to question whether taking
a pet is impossible or merely inconvenient.
Also, one must assume that people moving
have family who could give refuge to
another family member.
Taken together with people who forsake
older dogs and breeders who abandon
their breeding dogs, there is an
unconscionable public attitude
that our pets are mere throw-aways,
and there is a shocking lack of
personal responsibility among too
many members of the general public.

Problem #5 – Greater
and enduring public
support – Don’t buy,
adopt. And recruit your
friends too.
If you see a dog or cat
of interest, share it far
and wide on social
media. That is how
OCAS’s 100+ rescue
partners work and how
many of the animal
advocates in the area
work to save these
animals over and over
again, because there is
a seemingly endless
supply of worthy,
homeless animals,
for the reasons I
have outlined.

THE ULTIMATE PROBLEM IS IRRESPONSIBLE PET OWNERSHIP.
TAKE A GOOD LOOK AT IT AND HOW A DOG WILL SHOW POISE AND
DIGNITY IN THE FACE OF SUCH NEGLECT.

THE PROBLEM ISN’T THE ANIMALS – IT IS THE OWNERS.
COMPLAINTS ABOUT:

* AGGRESSIVE ANIMALS
* LOOSE ANIMALS
* BARKING ANIMALS
* ANIMALS IN PROHIBITED LOCATIONS
* PET WASTE…..

(MY DOGS.
THEY HAVE RESPONSIBLE
OWNERS. JUST ASK THEM)

Zoey – East Orlando dog park,
unwanted by owner
Ziggy - Osceola Animal Services
Bella – Jackson, MS rescue

………… ARE TOO OFTEN BLAMED ON THE ANIMAL, NOT THE OWNER/HANDLER.

In my law practice, I frequently encounter the same two animal issues
over and over in my client communities.

The first issue deals
with residents who
are irresponsible
pet owners.

The second issue
deals with residents
who wish to keep
pets in a number,
size or apparent
breed that violate
the governing
documents of their
community.

Ch. 828, Fla. Stat. prohibits cruelty to animals and authorizes municipalities and counties to
adopt and enforce ordinances
against abuse and
neglect.

Orange County Ordinances
regulate and enforce
animal abuse and neglect
in all of Orange County,
including all cities in the
County. The ordinances
are found in Sections 5-26
through 5-55 of
O.C. Ordinances

Issue of Service Animals versus Emotional Support Pets - I
SERVICE ANIMAL –
INDIVIDUALLY
TOAnimals
Issue TRAINED
of Service
PERFORM A TASK FOR
A DISABLED PERSON
Generally dogs and
miniature horses,
although earlier
cases also recognized
monkeys and potbellied pigs,
among other animals.
FHA
- What skills or training
- How does this assist
owner in enjoying
major life activity
- Evidence of
disability

EMOTIONAL SUPPORT PET –
JUST AN ORDINARY PET,
versus Emotional Support
Pets
I
WHICH ASSISTS
A DISABLED PERSON
TO ENJOY A MAJOR
LIFE ACTIVITY BY VIRTUE
OF ITS PRESENCE ALONE –
AMELIORATES EFFECTS
OF DISABILITY WITHOUT
SKILLS OR TRAINING
FHA
- What is the nexus between
presence of pet and advantage to
owner in enjoying major life
activity
- Evidence of disability
sufficient to allow meaningful
determination of obligation to
make reasonable
accommodation
- Dialogue may be necessary.

Issue of Service Animals versus Emotional Support Pets - II
SERVICE ANIMALS ARE
WORKING ANIMALS –
They can go
anywhere a
medical device
is allowed
PETS ARE PETS,
and can be restricted
as to access
just as any pet,
but all rules
must be reasonable.
Allergies or
fear of animals
is not a basis
to exclude them.

BUT ALL ANIMALS MUST BE GOOD NEIGHBORS.

EMOTIONAL SUPPORT PET CAN ASSIST WITH:
- RESULTS OF PHYSICAL INJURIES
- DEPRESSION
- ANXIETY
- LONELINESS
- AUTISM
- PTSD

Owner must show
nexus between the
presence of the pet
and an advantage in
enjoying a major
life activity.

THE PROBLEM OF FAKE “SERVICE ANIMALS”
--NO CERTIFYING AUTHORITY
--CREATES SUSPICION AND
RESENTMENT
--THE D.O.J. HASN’T HELPED WITH ITS
TWO QUESTION RESTRICTIVE
INQUIRY FOR ADA SERVICE
ANIMALS.
--COTTAGE INDUSTRY FOR
FAKE CREDENTIALS.
--SEC. 413.08, FLA. STAT.
MAKES IT A CRIME TO
MISREPREPRESENT AN
ANIMAL’S STATUS AS
A SERVICE ANIMAL.
Olive – PAGO
(Deceased 2011)

THANK YOU !!

